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EDITORIAL

Modern issues and Cancellations

In our last issue we expressed the hope that members would explore the possi-
bility of undertaking research into the many aspects of Canadian philately which
so far remain comparatively untouched. We did so because in recent years it has
become obvious that the opportunities for original research into the older `classic'
issues have become well nigh exhausted, and that fresh fields would have to be
cultivated if interest in our hobby was to be sustained.

In one way, of course, this has already been ensured by the remarkable develop-
ment of Canadian Postal History with its emphasis upon postal markings of all
kinds, and yet even here there are signs of exhaustion. This does not mean that
there are no further possibilities, however. What it does mean is that collectors
who are tired of treading well-worn paths must be prepared to exploit the new
opportunities presented by loth century issues and postmarks.

Some members have already pointed the way and have indicated the possi-
bilities which modern stamp issues and cancellations afford to serious students.

While these are available in quantity and almost for the asking the opportunity
must be seized before the `respectability' which age and relative scarcity confer
upon them makes the task more difficult.

In this connection we are happy to be able to publish two articles which we
would especially commend to readers. Both are by well known contributors and
both underline the contention which we have made.

That by R. S. B. Greenhill illustrates the comparative neglect of all loth century
issues and emphasizes as well the opportunities for serious study afforded by a
wide range of postmarks and `sidelines.'

To give added point to Mr. Greenhill's article Hans Reich gives food for thought

to those who maintain that modern printing processes provide little or nothing to
engage the interest of serious philatelists. His article on the second Elizabeth II
issue could scarcely be more up-to-date and if, as we hope, it encourages members
to look once more at the despised modern issues, it will have served its purpose
well.
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New Cover Design

We have been so overwhelmed with favourable comments on the new cover

design and the contents of the December issue that we cannot forbear to remind

members that `good wine needs no bush.' Our problem during the next few
months will be to build up a stock of articles in order that we may be able to cater
for as wide a range of interests as possible. If this is to he done it will only be with

the co-operation and help of many more contributors than have so far come

forward.

Articles and Reports

To those gallant few who have responded to our last appeal for contributions

we owe an especial word of thanks. We also ask for their tolerance and patience.
No article or report will he retained if it is not considered suitable for publication;

on the other hand if a fair balance is to be maintained among the many different

interests for which this journal caters it may not always he possible to publish

some articles as quickly as we might otherwise do. This then is a plea for help

and understanding.

Suggestions

These will always be welcomed and considered. If members feel that their
interests are being neglected and that some aspects of our hobby are being over-
looked the remedy lies in their hands. May we suggest that a `letter to the editor'
will enable us to sound the opinions of others and act accordingly. Better still
articles on any aspects which numbers feel are being neglected will help to
restore the balance. We are neither omniscient not, telepathic!

Beginners

One suggestion which has already been received is very worthy of consider-
ation. Some members feel that there is a place in our journal for articles of a
general nature which might appeal to the beginner or non-specialist. What they
have in mind is a series of articles dealing with the separate issues of Canada
without the attention to detail in which the `specialist' delights. How far such
articles would he welcomed, however, it is impossible to gauge unless members

make their wishes known. If YOU are a beginner or a non-specialist and feel that

articles of this kind would meet your needs the remedy again is in YOUR hands.

Please write and let us know. If the demand warrants it the demand will be met.

Members ' interests

It will be noted in the Year Book which accompanied our last issue that quite
a number of members do not indicate their interests. If you are one of these

please communicate them to the Secretary so that the necessary additions can
he made. In the meantime an analysis of members' interests is being compiled.
When it is complete it will be published if any significant features are revealed.
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Convention 1964

I expect some may wonder why I'ni already bothering about this now. Well,
quite frankly, it's because time goes so quickly that it will be you who will find
you won't have enough left of it to do justice to your competition entry, or maybe
will have forgotten to put the dates in your diary. So please do it NOW- 21st to
24th October at the BURLINGTON HOTEL, Folkestone so that you will
have them available when you are planning you holidays.

Also there is the auction to start thinking about. I ann very glad that Mr. J. H. O.
Gilbert has again agreed to run it for us, following his most successful efforts at
Llandudno. However successful he is though, it depends on enough support from
us all. Did you know that only 28 members contributed material last time, out of
all our huge membership? I would like everyone who has something spare to turn
it into cash by getting down within the next few weeks to sorting it out, then you

won't be caught out by the garden calling or your memory failing or something
equally disastrous! Details of how and where to send auction lots will appear in
the next issue, but please hear in mind that, to allow time for preparation and
distribution of the catalogue and viewing of lots, the 25th July will be the deadline
for Mr. Gilbert to receive them. So time does become important!

This time it will be our 25th anniversary and so do let us have a really good

competition entry. I should particularly like to see more new names among the
entrants and was very pleased to find some at Llandudno. So I should like to
encourage hesitant members to try, as the classes cover all periods.

Graham George
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THE SECOND ELIZABETH II ISSUE
By HAV) REACH E'

General Comments

'I he Ih'st issue ofthe OI: st;uups found little favour Nyith the general public. 1,11c
desigt1 was poor, the likeness r>1 the Oueen's portrait ()It the stamps was criticized
by many and difficulties were apparently encountered kith the printing plates. A

ne^^ design was prepared and issued in 1854. I)enontinations Irom the I cent to

the ti cents were printed. The stamps appeared Ili sheet, coil and booklet form and

in cello packed nlitoiature sheets. 'I'll(, latter were an innovation as far as Canadian

stamps are concerned. Another novel feature was the printing of the sheet stamps

front plates containing boo subjects instead of the usual 4uo stamps. 'Flits switch

was made shortly after the first few plates appeared. All snips were perforated 12

and the coils g;, In addition the cent to the 5 cents value appeared treated with

phosphorescent vertical lines for nsc with the automatic mail sorter installed ill

\V IliIlipeg.

Dates of Issue
'fhe Post oilier Departutettt ulm>mtces dates of, first days of issue only for

sheet stamps. There is little inlhrnlatiou available when the coils, booklets,

precancels and others were issued for the first time. The table which has been

prepared gives dates sshetnever they were available but in many cases this may

only be a good guess. l urtlier research will probably change sonic of the suggested

dates.

General Facts

All stanlps were printed from rotary presses. The paper used has to he stored
in controlled temperature and htunidity roosts and the printing room environ-
nuental conditions are similar. This keeps the moisture contents of the paper at a
specified level which is a reguirenlent for good stamp production. Variations in
huutidity owing to lack of control or egttipntent failure results in poor inking,
snutdged appearances and the so called "toned paper...

The paper thickness varies considerably over the entire issue. Papers have been
noted which are very thick atoll no trace of, the design will show through when

viewing the stamp from the gummed side. Other papers noted are so thin that
the entire design can be seen from the back without difliculty. These variations
of paper thickness could not he traced to au} cxpcrinuental changes but merely to
the wide thickness tolerances in the paper utanufacttire.

A great variety of shades can he found in various values and these will he dealt
with individually later on. Re-entries and retouches have been found and where
they are known they are listed.

Guide lines and guide clots appear on the sheet, coil and booklet stamps. These
marks can he noted on the sheet stamps in the margins. Often only traces can be
fhttnd. No such marks could he Iinnul inside the design and if' they exist they stay
he covered up by the design. (;uide marks on the coils appear either above or
below a pair of stamps in the form of two short parallel lines. The lines are 5ntm.

in length and cat only he seen when the stanlps arc vertically off centre. In the
booklet panes the marks take the form of two short lines at right angle and appear
either at the top or bottom cornet' of the tab,
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it Cent Brown

A total of 12 plates were used for printing this denomination. One plate,

number lo was apparently not used. The shades found in the i cent range from
an almost reddish brown to brown in the sheets. The booklet pane shows little
variation in shades. The sheet stamps exist on a paper with a vertical or horizontal
weave. This stems from the fact that the printing plates were turned at right

angle when changing from a 40o to a boo subject plate. The actual paper remains
the same but the design appears at right angle to the grain of the paper. Only the
untagged sheet stamps have been found on the "two" papers including the
overprinted "G" stamp.

Another item of interest is the fact that small spacing varieties can be found. It

appears that the booklet stamps show a wider spacing between stamps when
measured horizontally than the sheet stamps. The difference is a fraction of one
millimetre. No definite answer has so fir been found and further work will have
to be carried out on this matter.

A number of retouched subjects have been found. The diagonal shading lines
above the left letter E, top left corner, show signs of having been strengthened
near the horizontal frame line. Figure i shows a retouch of the outer left oval line
and Figure 2 a retouch of the left frame line. A curved line appears at the two bottom
arms of the letter E, top left, closing the E. This variety may not be constant. The

pre-cancelled i cent stamp has been noted with the centre bars at half the spacing
compared with the upper and lower bars.

2 Cents Green

A total of 18 plates were issued. The shades range from a light yellow green to
dark green in the sheet stamps. Little shade: variations could he found in the
coils. Paper thickness varies in the same manner as in the i cent and the design
can he found both on a horizontal and vertical wove paper.

The ends of the coils are perforated strips of 8 white portions and the beginning
of the coils are strips of ro perforated portions in a green colour. The first two
portions have a rubber stamp `2 ct.'

The miniature sheets of 25 stamps come in two different cello packages. One
of the packages was prepared by the Post Office the other one by the Canadian

Bank Note Company.
A complete sheet from a left pane was found with a fine offset on the back. A

clear impression of the design appears on the gummed side. Such offsets are not
constant but are not often seen in modern stamps.

A good retouch exists in the upper shading lines above the crown near the
oval. The stamps dated early tc)6i show a marked weakness in that area and
somewhere in the beginning of that year the retouch was carried out. Figure 3
shows the retouch. A similar retouch as in the i cent bottom oval can be found.

Here the inner oval line below the neck has been strengthened.

3 Cents Red

The only two plates in this denomination show no major shade varieties.

Besides a few oddities such as folded papers, and smudged printings nothing

outstanding has been found. This stamp comes only in a design where the paper
grain is vertical.
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4 Cents Violet

18 plates exist and these show great variations in shades. An almost laded

violet forms one end of the shade scale going into it very deep violet on the other

end. Shades in the coils and booklet panes are not as pronounced. Various paper

thicknesses exist with an almost transparent thin paper as the extreme.

The coil ends are similar to the 2 cents green hilt the beginning of the coil is a

strip of io perforated portions in a rose shade of paper with the first two portions

carrying the rubber statnp '`.f ct."

Again spacing varieties have been noted which are similar to the i cent. i 4mnt.
to 1 2111111. spacing differences have been measured.

A number of other varieties can be reported. A major plate crack exists in plate

with hairlines all over the stamps. A line running from the top left corner to the

bottom left margin indicates it plate scratch and it is believed that this is constant.

There is it dot above the left 1F1 but its constancy could not be assured. The retouch

below the. neck Ili the inner oval, similar to the 2 cents, appears about ig6o. An

engraving tool slip appears to show tip in the top left corner on some stamps,

Figure .f.

5 Cents Blue

With to plates laid down ntinterous shades and varieties can he found. The
shades vary- from a light bloc to it dark blue. "1-he booklet panes appeared in the
beginning in a light bloc and then switched to a darker blue shade. Not as mane
paper variations could he noted on this denomination. As in the t, 2 and .I cents

designs the sheet stamps cart be found on both vertical and horizontal grain paper.

The Buds of- the coils are again 8 white portions and the beginning of the coils
are to portions in a light blue paper with the rubber stamp `'5t et." The booklet

panes of this value come either with staple holes or with stitched holes depending
on the type of- booklet assembly. Spacing varieties have been noted on this value
and in one case the spacing differs front one to the next stamp in it sheet by almost
:j/.prim. This would irrclicate, since it is only one amongst a number of stamps,
that a repair of this subject was made by entering it after erasing the possibly
damaged initial subject.

Two outstanding finds were made. One in which the entire tipper left portion
of the design is doubled. 'This has the appearance of a re-entry-. The outer frame
line and the letter E shows the doubling. The other one is an `offset' on the face
of an entire sheet from the upper left pane. Here much of the design appears
inverted on the top of all stamps, giving it an almost double impression look.

A constant variety is found in the coils. This shows a clot after the right FAIR,
Figure ,,. The variety must have been corrected shortly after it appeared. A
retouch in the upper half of-the right flame line is strong and can be noted without
it glass. The engraving tool slip shown itt Figure }appears here as well. Copies
dated i g6o are known. The extended bottom right shading litre is a similar slip,
Figure 6. A retouch below the neck of the outer oval has been seen. A similar
retouch left of the hair was also recorded.

6 Cents Orange

Only two plates were laid down with no shade variations noted. The design
rut only be found on the vertical grain paper.
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Fig.1

Fig-3

Fig.2

Fig.4

Fig-5
Fig.6
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An odd paper fold with part of the perforations doubled exists in it lower right

plate 2 block.. dot, similar to a wide dot, shows up inside the oval at left centre.

Concluding Remarks

These notes indicate that even with nmolerlt stamp issues philatelic research

work can he carried out. The cost of- such a study is almost nil. Additional work

is being followed up by a small group of- collectors in the Ottawa Philatelic

Society.

Value Shert> I aggccl Gail, Bilingual Gnnhination Alin. Sheet Precancel O
1)1-klct Booklet sheet

t in,June 13.lati. July 1956 17 .Ang. 12 Noe.

195.1 19ti2 1954 1956

iO,Jnne 13.Ja11. 9 Sept.

1951 1062

i1 June 1s.Jau.
1951 1 5112

in Junc 11 tan.
195.4 19112

I :ApriI 13 Jan.

1954 I 94 )2

ic,.Jllnc

1951

11,}t

2:; Aug. 7.1 u11 JuIy 1951,
95.1 195:1

fi lull 1.1. 11111
95.1 1954

MINN CM IT

.June 19.,6

19 Scpt. sheet: 19 Jan.

1961 1'2 Oct. 1956

cnil :

17. Jan.
1955

sheet:

26 July

19,54

sheet 23 July
1 95ti

1 Oet. sheet: 11 Jan.
1961 27 :Aug. 1955

1954

IRGE\ TI 11.X._ (. .1( CTIO1 (H(u ►nc^r Hook( ",S)

The sale ou 7th and 8th November last of' the New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia properties of' the late Al-. N. Argenti realised a total of'L.42,214.

Anu>ng the N.B. items sold an, included a mint pair of'5 cent Connell (11'1,4oo),
tw-o unused singles of the same stamp ;, (t4.) each) and one 1863 17 cents
The prices realised far exceeded the estimated value in these arid other- instances.
Other items sold include:

1s. N.B. ynartered used on cover lot 3d. rate (Li ,35o)
3 1s. N.B. and oil(, 3d. stamp cut down on cover ( .(i5n1
is. N.B. hi-sected on cover (L2,00o)

Among the N.S. items are included

i 85 i one pemry plate proof- block (22o)
Pair one penny red-brown 0;2801
id. bright blue, block of 6 (L; 420
3d. bright bloc, block of to (L,48o)
6d. green unused

is. hint cold violet (X, '[120o)
is. fine used cold violet (X,1.to0;
is. purple. watermarked ), ; 1, 100
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THE LONDON REUNION
Despite mention in `11aple Leaves' and the Philatelic press less than 30 members

foregathered at the Shaftesbury Hotel for the revival of the London Reunion.
This was indeed a pity for there was much of interest to see and the organisers had
hoped that, as in the past, the gathering would present an opportunity for out of
town members to meet others in the Society.

Displays had been sent along by our Groups in Yorkshire, Kent and Sussex,
Scotland and Ireland and they were indeed of high standard.

Bill Rorke, a C.P.S. member from Edmonton, Alberta, who flew in that
morning, produced a wonderful show of the experimental coils of Edward VII
and George V.

Our President, Graham George, gave the principal display of the afternoon
comprising a miscellany from his collection and this rounded off a function at
which all present had found some items to fascinate them and to add to their
knowledge of Canadian philately.

An auction of donated Lots was held during the afternoon but even this could

not alter the balance from an unpleasant red colour.

However, the organisers will not be daunted for they feel that such a function
is needed in the Society and more will certainly be heard on the subject in due
course.

LONDON SECTION
Each season we devote one meeting to a topic other than Canada, and in

October we invited the American Stamp Club of G.B. to display to us.

A study of that Country's stamps and postal history is as vast as that of Canada
and so Messrs. Chase and Marx confined themselves to covers and cancellations
from pre-stamp to modern times.

November saw the welcome return of Mr. W. E. Lea with part of his personal
collection of the x859 Issue. This was, as one would expect, a joy to behold and
not the least of the pleasure was the clarity of Mr. Lea's explanations as the display

progressed.

Fortunate indeed are we to have him resident in London for the Saga of Cana-
dian philately is already booked to continue for some years to come.

ALL of CANADA Service
FROM

NORMAN TODD 74, LINDEN RD.
BOGNOR REGIS

Albums , Blocks , Booklet Panes , Booklets , Canadian News Letter, Catalogues,
Classics , Coils, Handbooks , Hawid strips , New Issues , Officials , Perforated O.H.M.S.,
Plate Blocks, Postage Dues , Precancels , Queens, Registered , Semi-Official Airs,

Stationery Varieties.
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Our Advertisers

Please support our advertisers

Help them to help us to help you

DISPERSING LARGE
ACCUMULATION

Having completed 40 years as a
professional philatelist (with a
particular interest in B.N.A.
issues ). my stock is comprehensive

and varied , with a wide range of
BRITISH EMPIRE and FOREIGN
CLASSICS to FAIRLY MODERN.
Whatever your interests. I may
have something to offer, either
specialised or straightforward.
References please if not already
known to me.

J. CATER
(C.P.S. of G.B. No. 752)

21, Auckland Road
NORWOOD

LONDON , S.E.19

Phone: LlVingstone 2367

BRITISH
NORTH
AMERICA
FOR SALE BY AUCTION

ON

23rd April
1964

Illustrated

including

Catalogue

postage

10/-

ROBSON LOWE LTD.

50 PALL MALL , LONDON, S.W.1

When replying to this adve'tiscment please

mention that you saw it in "Maple Leaves"
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N EWFOU ND LAND CO RN ER
By Dr. R. WILLA\, F.C.P.S.

Newfoundland booklets are, by comparison with those of Canada, very simple,
as only four were issued. They are, however, scarce and not easy to find, and they
do not seem to be always understood by Newfoundland collectors.

The first booklet appeared in 1926, to,ooo being printed. They were produced
by De La Rue & Co., and contained one pane of 8 (2 I) Ic. and 2 panes of

8 2c. stamps of the 1923 pictorials, two stamps of each pane being turned in to
fit the cover. The stamps were from a special printing of the normal sheets, and
are perforated 14 r 13.6 comb. Each sheet of too produced to booklet panes,
5 from the top and 5 from the bottom with the margin for stapling, leaving over

a pane of 20. The panes were guillotined, so the outside edges of the stamps
usually show the perforations either clipped or excessive.

The booklet is made up of separate front and back covers pink in colour, the
3 panes of stamps and :i sheets of interleaving, the whole fastened together by
two staples. The outside of both front and back covers has an advertisement of
Avre & Sons, St. ,John's. The inside front cover has postal rates and the inside
back cover telegraph rates. The five interleaving sheets have commercial advert-
isements on each side. One states that "These stamps are one of the productions
of Whitehead Morris Limited," which is not really true, for though Whitehead
Morris held the contract with the Newfoundland Government, the actual pro-
duction was by De La Rue.

Detached from the booklet, these stamps can only be tentatively distinguished
by the clipped edges, or the staple holes if the margin is attached.

The other three booklets are all from the 1932 issue of stamps. The stamp
contract at this time was held by John Dickinson & Co., who were papermakers
and stationers, the stamps being printed for them by Perkins Bacon & Co. This
firm laid down special plates of the 1C., 2c. die I, and ,;c. stamps for booklets,
each plate having 6o subjects arranged in three horizontal panes of 20 (to X 2)
separated by gutters. All the booklet panes were of q stamps, and the sheet thus
provided 15 panes, each with a top margin for stapling. Two of these three
booklets are very well-produced, but I have no information whether the making-up

was by Perkins Bacon or Dickinson.

The first booklet comprised one pane of rc. green, three panes of 2c. rose and
one pane of 3c. brown stamps. These are perforated 13-1 line and are catalogued
by Gibbons, Nos. 2o9b, 21oa and 211c. The covers are buff, in two pieces. The
outside front has "Newfoundland Stamp Booklet," the arms of the Colony and
list of contents. The outside back has postal rates, and both covers inside have
advertisements of Avre & Sons. The stamps are printed from the booklet plates.
There are five sheets of interleaving, one after each pane of stamps. They have
commercial advertisements on both sides except the last sheet which has telegraph
rates on one side. The booklets are fastened by two staples. It would appear that

the printing of 2c. stamps from the booklet plate was insufficient, as a few of these
booklets have the three 2c. panes from the two top rows of ordinary sheets,
perforated 13.4 x 13.3 by the 2 spur comb perforating machine.



The only perforation 'error' of these stamps in Gibbons is the 3c. itnperl'.
between NO. 2I Iha. I have never seen this, so cannot say anything about it.

the third booklet of this trio is entirely different from the other two. The cover
is one piece of thick cream paper folded over, and the fastening is by a single

staple. The subject matter on all four faces is the same as in the previous booklet,
but the printing is crude b\ comparison. 'I'lrere are finis- sheets of interleaving

with the same commercial advertisements and post office notices, but the settings
are different and they are not paired in the same order. Their position in the

booklet is one at the front, one between the I c. pane and the first 2c. pane, one
between the third 2c. pane and the ;;c. pane, and one at the back. The stamps,

comprising one pane I c. grey, three paces 2c. green die II, and one pane ;;c.

brown, are not From the booklet plates, but are torn from the two top rows of

ordinary post oil-ice sheets, comb perforated 13.4 i .,3. 't'hey cannot, of course,

be identified when detached from the booklet.

Obviously these booklets were not produced by the same firm as the other two,

and considering the verb inferior printing and the fact that the stamps are from

ordinary post ollicc sheets, I suggest that they may have been produced locally

at St. ,John's. I wonder whether any one can tell me the date when they were
issued ?

Perforation `errors' occur ostensibly from these booklets. The Ic. (S.G. 2ogbc)
and 3c. perf. 13. t appear in pairs or blocks of fou irnperf. between horizontally,
and the 2c. occurs inrperf. between stamps and top margin. The status of these
is in nay opinion very doubtful. I do not believe that any of them actually came
from booklets and I have definite evidence that some of them did not. I class
them as "printers' waste" or something worse.

the second of the Iq1;2 booklets has the Ic. and 2c. stamps in the changed
colours, there being one pane rc. grey, three panes 2c. green die I, and one pane
3e. brown. 't'hese are from the booklet plates and are perforated 13.9 with small
holes (S.O. 222c, 223c' and 2 r I b,. The cover is similar to that of the previous

booklet, buff, in two pieces, with the same printing, and fastened by two staples.
There are only four interleaving sheets, one between each two panes of stamps.
with none at front or back. Each of these sheets has a commercial advertisement
on one side and on the other a post office notice - 'Postal Pointers,' Commission
on Money Orders, Telegraph Money Orders arid Telegraph Rates.

Please refer to page seventy for

VERY IMPORTANT

ANNOUNCEMENTS I
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CANADA WANTED

During the month of March I will be in G.B. on a buying trip. I am

interested in collections of Queen Victoria, particularly those strong

in the following items:

1859 10c all shades, 122 c, 17c.

1868 lc, 2c, Sc, 122c and 15c all shades.

1870 All values especially 1c, 2c, Sc, 6c, 10c and Widow 20c. 50c.

1897-98 All values, Sc up; 2c, Sc, 8c registration.

CANCELLATIONS : I need dated, cork , crown , leaf, fancy, two-ring

and four-ring numerals, coloured and duplex , particularly on the
above stamps.

Owners of collections or accumulations for sale are invited to write

now, briefly outlining their holdings, and if of interest, an appoint-

ment can be arranged. I will also have some material for sale.

I hope to attend the London Regional Group Meeting, 12th March,

and during Stampex I may be contacted c/o Kenneth Sargeant,

Stand No. 5.

C.P.S. 5288 RICHARD M. LAMB J.P.S. 11497

B.N.A.P.S. 1255 C.P.S. of G.B. 857

RO% 573

KITC//E:1t'ER - O:1 "TAR/O

1':1:1'.1 DA



What can I collect?
R. S. B. GREENHILL

During my term as Librarian to the Society I have occasionally been asked for

suggestions for new aspects of collecting in Canada.

Original research and side line collecting should really stein from ones own
inclinations and, Tike any hobby, one cannot be driven into it. However, there

may he members who, haying reached completion lit issues in accordance with the

catalogue, are wondering where next to turn, and the ensuing suggestions may

be of some help in formulating a decision, for Canada must surely be unique in

the number of sidelines which are available to the collector.

Looking first at the postage stamps, the generally accepted names for tlt

various issues are:-

18. I Pence 1897 Maple heaves 1028 Scroll
o Arch18dq t 8,5 q *8 Numerals to'

1868 Large Cents tqo-; Edward tg3g Medallion
1870 Small (vents 1911 Admirals 103j (:rossus

It is not unnatural that the most detailed research has been given to the first
four of the above issues, but new discoveries still occasionally occur to give encour-

agement to the collector with patience to study the notes already written and, it
must be admitted, with the fluids to acquire enough material to study. The aspects
of,paper, re-entries, watermarks, perforations and colour provide ample opportuni-
ties fir close research and, with some knowledge gained, make an added interest
in knowing- what to look for in (:lob packets and dealers stocks.

Who, for example, has not heard of varieties such as the 'log in waterfall,*
'Major Beaver re-entry,' and 'stitch watermark' at Societe meetings, or read of
them in advertisements:' All of these, and others, have been picked III) for the
price of normals by the sharp eyed collector who has studied the subject. Much
has been written of these issues in book, pamphlet and article form and all are

available in our Library.

From the turn of the century, with one exception to be referred to later, very
little has been written about the postage stamps. The short reign of Edward VI I
produced one definitive and one conrrnemmorative issue, neither of which has

been written about in detail.

With the accession of George A' Canada embarked upon a definitive issue

which lasted from 101 t until the late 1920'S. During this time many hundreds of
millions of stamps were printed necessitating some hundreds of Plates and several
Die revisions.

'T'hese vast numbers provided it welcome source for study at very low cost. 'I'll(-
standard handbook by George Alarlar. now out of print, provides an excellent
basis with details of the various printings and from this a number of students have
progressed further into the realms of' perforation and paper varieties. Allied to
this, and only recently in book form, is a treatise oil the war 'Pax stamps of George
V. Coil and booklet issues have received some attention but much remains to be
studied and written about.

u
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Passing on to the later issues of George V articles on the Scroll, Arch, Medallion

and Crowns Series are practically non existent and while supplies are still readily
available, some study could surely he undertaken.

To give a practical example, an issue as recent as that of George VI has been
the subject of a study of paper varieties- there is as yet nothing in writing, but it
proves that someone has been pushing on alone and without a doubt he will
receive much help and promote much discussion if and when he commits himself

to print.

It is not everyone who has the inclination to study the postage stamp with the
necessary side line knowledge of paper making, printing and colour. There still
remains however a vast field fir research into postal history and cancellations.

A fair amount has been written on the subject of postal history; sufficient
indeed for the aspiring student to familiarise himself with routes and postal rates
thus providing the knowledge to understand the story of old covers which he may
find.

Cancellations cover a wide variety among which are:

Pre-stamps Field P.O.s Machine Government

Crowns Military P.O.s Flags Money Order

Duplex Naval P.O.", Slogans Railway

Squared Circles Air Force P.O.s Precancels Corks

Some excellent books have been written , or check lists compiled, on many of
these, and it is significant that , as soon as it writer goes into print , interest is
stimulated and his listing becomes out of date.

To the collector who wants to study cancellations but still cannot make up his
mind which to do I make the suggestion which I adopted many years ago. In
most auction lists one sees accumulations of stamps marked ` assorted postmarks.' If
these are obtained and sorted into types one has it good start and the urge to
probe their story and expand the collection is immediately fostered.

Modern Mission mixtures are a prolific source of town and machine cancella-
tions. In the latter, for example , one asks oneself why the month in the indicia was
changed from letters to Roman figures ; why the layout varies in the date stamp:
why a figure appears between the cancelling bars on one and not on another. Thus
it will be seen that there is interest even in the most modern of cancellations.

What other subjects can the collector take up' Postal Stationery comes to
mind an excellent book by Bond is now out of date and surely there are those in
the Society who would want to continue the story . Allied to this are Aerogrammes,

both civil and military , with a field wide open for more study.

Revenue Stamps , Registration Stamps, Special Delivery Stamps, stamps with
perforated initials, semi official air stamps and meter markings are but a few more of
the sidelines which can be followed.

Studies on the lines suggested above can take as much or as little time or money
as the collector wishes to spend, but he will surely find that greater satisfaction

in understanding a little more than the next man on some aspect of Canadian

philately.
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The Northern and Pacific
Junction Railway

by Lic reel F Gill.-Lm

Part XXX

'Phis railway was incorporated in i881 as the Northern, North Western and

Sault ste. Marie Railway with power to build from (;ravetthtnst (the terminus of

the Northern Railway; to (:allander inear North Bavl on the Canadian Pacific

Railway which was themi tinder constI action.

Its huiction was clearly defined as a connecting link between the Northern

Railway and the future Canadian Pacific, however, and it was in recognition of

this fact, therefore, that the name of- the railway %yas changed ill i88,; to the

Northern and Pacific Junction Railway.

B\ the end of 188 surveys had been completed throughout the entire route of

the proposed line (i t I miles) and construction Regan in the fiillowing spring. The

line was completed ()It 27th January, 1886.

Innne<iiately upou completion the line was leased to the Northern anti North
Western Railway (the conthimied Northern and Hamilton and North Western
Railways, and III 18()2 the whole of the system was absorbed into the (;rand

"l rank.

R.PA s appear to have operated over this line front the time of- its completion,
or thereabouts, postmarks reading 'Nor. & P. Jn. Rwv.' being known. After

artialgantatiort with the (;rand ')-rank the following railway post oflices were
introduced

(a) 'foronto and North Bay (via former Northern Railwa} and (;ravenhurst)

(h( North Bay' and Toronto (via former Northern Railway and Gravenhurst)
c, (;rayenhurst and North Ba\

Of these (a) is still in (peration, (I)) appears only to have operated for a short
time (circa 1012) and (c) appears to have been discontinued at the outbreak of
the Great \Var. Both (a) amid fl)) operated between 1,oronto and Gravenhurst
over the lines of the former Northeri Railway.

N.B. 't'his line should not be confused with the Northern Pacific Railway, an
American line which operated in :Manitoba and which will be the subject of' it
separate article later.

MOST IMPORTANT

DONT FORGET TO TURN TO PAGE 70, PLEASE
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Keep close to your hobby by making
sure of your regular copy of the

PHIL $ TF;LII '
MAGAZINE

Edited by TOM MORGAN

9d. FORTNIGHTLY FROM YOUR
LOCAL DEALER OR NEWSAGENT
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION - 22/6

Published by

HARRIS PUBLICATION LTD.

at whose offices you will find an
unrivalled stock of

BOOKS , ALBUMS AND
ACCESSORIES

Send for our Price List

27, MAIDEN LANE , STRAND,
LONDON, W.C.2

Tel.: COVent Garden 1006-7

(A few mins, from Charing X Stn.)

11 ,1.► TEI1 FOIL STUDY

P.E.I. 4d. BLACK
On loan or with offer for

cash sale. Toned paper copies

preferred. In returning

material, will do best to give

position in plate if possible

SIR GEORGE WILLIAMSON

6. UNION ROW

ABERDEEN
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1)ear Mr . Gillam,

Small Queens

For the past few years I have been very interested in the Small Queen cent

issue of 1882--97.

Although amassing quite a collection of this fascinating issue I have been

somewhat intrigued by the earliest known date of its original use. namely "local

circular rate."

I have recently come into possession of such a circular: the report of the Brant

Farmers' Mutual Fire Ins. Co. posted from Paris to Eastwood February 1st, 1883.

I would be grateful if members would report through these columns any

earlier recorded date.

Yours sincerely,

James E. Woods. (663)

Dear Sir,

May I comment on the article in the October number about the B.C. Crown
cancellations'

Its author accepts the possibility of there being at least five hammers in use.
(p. par. 1.) He illustrates two and details the differences between them, des-
cribing such differences as a 'phenomenon,' but admits that the suppliers'
other types of hammers also showed differences. Nevertheless, towards the end
of, the article he writes "Pritchard and Andrews did not make such bad replicas

of their hammers." Is there any official evidence that suppliers were instructed to
produce identical hammers in such cases'

The article continues: "Now the forger, having no other illustration for com-
parison .... etc" This seems a most unusual statement and appears to be the
merest supposition. Unless 'the forger' collected Canada he would not know
about Jarrett nor about the B.C. Crown cancels. As a collector, lie could easily
obtain actual strikes, rather than rely on `a sketch' in an expensive book. The
author seems dogmatic in insisting that because the Jarrett illustration differs

from the proof book, that it cannot be genuine. Why cannot it be genuine' The
Esquimault strike is not in the proof' book.

Yours faitl:firlly,

F. G. Hillard.

Letters to the Editor

are alw qs appreciated

919)
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Sir Martin

Frobisher

News of the issue of a special commemorative stamp honouring Sir Martin
Frobisher appeared in our August number.

Sir Martin was a V"orkshirernan who was born in Normanton in 1535 and his
acquaintanceship with the sea appears to date from r544 when he took part in a

voyage to the Guinea coast.

Little is known of him after this early introduction to a life of adventure at sea
until 1571 when he saw service with Elizabethan naval patrols in the North
Atlantic and the Irish Sea.

On 7th June, 1576 he sailed from Blackpool with three ships on an expedition

to discover the Northwest Passage. On reaching Labrador they sailed northwards
until they reached what is now known as Frobisher Bay. After an abortive attempt
to penetrate this frozen expanse of water the flotilla set sail again for England

and reached London on the qth October.

A later expedition, on a much more ambitious scale and consisting of 15 ships,
reached the south shore of Greenland on 20th.June, 1578. A north easterly course
from here brought the fleet to Frobisher Bay at the beginning of,July and from
here it was driven by storms into Hudson Strait.

After sailing 6o miles up the Strait the fleet turned back to Frobisher Bay where
after all unsuccessful attempt to establish a colony, it returned home.

In 1,585 Frobisher took over the command, as Vice-Admiral to Sir Francis
Drake, of the 'Primrose' and was later knighted by the Queen for the part which
he played in the Battle of the Armada, 1588.

In 1594 he was mortally wounded during an attack on Brest which was then in
the possession of the Spaniards.

Contributions and articles on all branches

of B.N.A. ph;lately and postal

history are urgently required

for publication in this journal
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NORTH HATLEY CENTENARY
B\ A. H. CHRISI'ENSEN

North l-latley, P.O., 5yhich as many philatelists will recall was the site of the
Ig6I (olivelition of the Koval Philatelic Society of Canada, last year celchrated

the centenary of the opening of its first post office. A special cancellation marking

the centenary was used on mail handled at the North Hatlev Post Ofiice. Special
celebrations took place oil Loth August, 1g()'3, under the auspices of the local
Branch of the Royal Canadian Legion which arranged for a special medal to be

struck for the occasion.

The Canada Post Office was represented by Hector Cormier, District Director

of, Postal Services of Montreal, Leo Durocher, Director Operations Montreal
District Office and Francis Stone, Postmaster of North Hatlev.

The first post office was opened in North Hatlev oil 1st May, 1863, in a general
store and the first postmaster was A. J. Gordon. He was followed by .Janes

Reilly who held office from 186,1 66. B. LeBaron became postmaster in 1867 and

was suceeded by ,J. B. LeBaron who was postmaster until IgI 4 . I. ^ . Reed was
postmaster from I914 until 1930,J. A. Seguin tg36 1955, J. H. Boucher Ig55 56,
G. F. Woodard 11)56 57 and in 1057 the present postmaster Francis Stone was
appoirtt•d.

It is interesting to note that the income of the post office in North Hatlev in
1864 amounted to sonic (0., in i868 to 7()$. and in 1871 to 198.71 $. The first two
figures are estimates based oil five times the postmaster's salary as the exact
income was not noted fin these years. 'hhe 1871 figure is extracted froth the
P.h1,(;.'s report. It is said that the first mail handled in i86f consisted of, six

letters.

Thanks are clue to Frank W. Campbell of Royal Oak, Michigan, fist- much of'
this information about the early years of the post office ill North Hatlev.

ABERDEEN AND NORTH SCOTLAND
The evening of 1,;th Noyctitber was another red letter event for the ntenthers

of, our Group, when we were entertained to an immaculate display of' the
`Admirals' issues by the courtesy of %It-..1. P. Macaskie, F.C.P.S., of Huddersfield.

Introducing the display AIr. A. S. Mackie remarked oil the readiness of \Ir.
\iaeaskic to lead us his studies of these stamps for our delectation. He was quite sure
that in actions such as this lay one great strength of'our Society. Mr. Macaskie's
studies o£ re-ent ies (many of major status), retouches and plate varieties were all
clearly annotated and were an object lesson on how the subject should be appro-
ached. The display was highlighted with it section of *'()It cover" material and
postal stationery of wonderful quality.

In the discussion which fitllomed it was remarked that there seemed to be a
scarcity of "on cover" material of these issues available to collectors considering
the long life of these particular stamps. Can anyone supply reasons for this:

the chairman was asked to convey to Mr. Nlacaskie our warmest thanks lot-

"tuck a wonderfil display acid to congratulate hint on his studies.
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1U0O 111 REVIEW
Canada , The fifteen cents of i868

By L. GERALD FIRTH (University Press, Glasgow)

This is undoubtedly a work of inestimable value to all serious collectors of this
issue and specialists who are in search of a dependable guide through the maze of
shades, perforation, plate and paper varieties which characterize the 1,5 cent
large head.

There are 54 illustrations of stamps in colours which are as faithfully reproduced
as the most modern of printing techniques will allow and this undoubtedly will
be a major attraction. There is much else, however, to engage the interest of
readers.

The rc-entry in the '1,5' of the left value tablet and `Canada P' is most faithfully
and painstakingly recorded together with the well known `3 dot' plate variety.

Long study and considerable experience on the part of the author is reflected

in the faultless manner in which he deals with the Montreal and Ottawa printings,
types of paper used (and how to distinguish them) the different types of guns, the
watermarks and perforation varieties. Indeed nothing has been overlooked that is
of any importance.

For good measure two invaluable appendices are included giving receipts
from printers, stocks and issues to postmasters and notes on the nomenclature of
colours and shades, (Maerz and Paul colour code).

Printed on the very finest quality paper and in a limited edition there is no
doubt that there will he a very great demand for this work at home (where it can
be obtained from W. E. Lea, 446, Strand, London, W.C.2 at £2 15s. od.) and in
Canada (where it can be ordered from J. N. Sissons Ltd., 59, Wellington Street
West, Toronto, 1, or K. Bilcski, Station B, Winnipeg at 8 dollars).

NON-PAS'\IENT OF SUBSCRIPTION

We are very sorry, but the April issue of this journal will

not he sent to members whose subscriptions are still

outstaudin<g by the cud of March. Please refer to page 70

ill this coiincction.
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PACKET SECRETARY ' S REPORT
Members will reilicil hei that iu our last issue I made an especial appeal for

material for the exchange packet. The same issue also contained a report from the

late Packet Secretary iii which a highly successful rear was commented upon. If
this year is to he similarly successful it will only he so Because of the continued

support of contributors. THERE IS NO LACK OF BL`YERS. Past experience

has proved that the Club Packet is an unrivalled medium for the sale of good

B.N.A. material. Please make an especial ellort to send Inc at least one booklet
of duplicate or unwanted material NOVV, and remember that priority on the cir-

culation list is only accorded to those who support the packet in this wa}. Good

B.N.A. material, mint, used, on cover or piece and postmarks and postal history

items reasonably priced are assured of'good sales. Please do your best to help.

I should also like to remind nicuibers of the following: Rule 8: Any change of

address or absence from home for a period on holiday, etc. to be notified to the

Packet Secretary as early as possible.

Rule 14: Purchase advice and certificate of' posting to be returned promptly to
the Packet Secretary, etc.

Rule iO: All remittances sent to the Packet Secretary should he MADE PAYABLE
O THF, SO(.IL;TY.

Rule 18: Subject to week end and holiday delay. the Packet must be sent on to

the next member within .}8 hours.

PLEASE 1)O YOUR BEST T() (.O-OPI-:RA'I'L: IN "THESE MATTERS AND
THUS SAVE IIIF. SOCIETY t'NNECFSSARY EXPENSE.

J. I:. Bielby,

104, Skipton Road,

Harrogate, Yorks.

\ OI U\lE? 9.

11 your Nos. 7:3 to S1 arc ready for hioding please send them to:

S. CO(:ICBUBN & SON LTD..

Skitiiui Boad.OsselI. Yorks.

I)oii't forget to enclose the index as well, and (of course) 37,6d.

^1"T1 N+11lifR"WIMR11I^ 'P'1N"1R'll"AII ^1 dill" frill, ^fl^''^mi^
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THE BOND STREET
STAMP AUCTIONS

include

Choice British N. America

Many of our clients are B .N.A. collectors and specialists and through our catalogues
are able to obtain the many fine properties which come up for auction at the Bond
Street Auctions. If not on our mailing list NOW is the time to write for a
subscription form. Reduced rates are available for B.N.A. collectors, and these
include Prices Realised. Single rarities and choice collections are also available
through our Private Treaty Service.

H. R. HARMER LTD
International Stamp Auctioneers

41, NEW BOND STREET , LONDON, W.I,

Telephone No.: MAYfair 0218

ENLARGED STAMP PRINTS

Enlarged prints size 1 14 x 2; inches
are still available . The issues repre-
sented are small Queens (3 cent
value ); Admiral issue ( (blank
value ); Numeral Issue ( pair of 2c.
value and blank value ); Edward
Issue ( pair of 2c. value and blank
value ). The last two can only be
supplied in pairs.

PRICES :

40 singles (or 20 pairs)
3/9 (50 cents)

100 singles (or 50 pairs)
7/6 (1 dollar)

240 singles (or 120 pairs)
15/- (2 dollars)

Orders to :

The Secretary,
Dr. C. W. Hollingsworth,

17, Mellish Road,
Walsall, Staffs.

Cash with order please.

In you have Stamps

to Sell prepare to sell

them now through

the classified

advertisement

columns of this

Journal. A form for

your use is enclosed

with this issue



Reminders
LENDING LIBRARY
()illy ZS books were borrowed last year. The library is available for
the use of all members. Please refer to the I.ihrarv List which accon:-
paiticd the last issue and take ad%antage of this service which is free
with the eyccption of postage charges).

CONTRIBUTIONS
:Articles ou all brauchcs of R.N.A. Philately ,uul Postal History are
re(fuired for publicatirni in this journal. Please send to:

The Fditor- \Ir. L. F. Gill;un.
66, last Rawtrv Roacl,

liothcrli;tni- )arks.

`MAPLE LEAVES '-BACK NUMBERS
Back numbers of this journal are availulrle from

the Fditor. AIr. L. F. Gill,un,
66, Fast I3awtrv Roacl.

Rotberh,un- forks.
Price :3/6 ipost free).

WHEN DID YOU LAST
Enrol a New Member?
\ numbersltip application forth (on the reverse of the small ads.,

inset ill this lonroal) is for 1"OLR itse. Please to to enrol AT LF.:AST
ONE NEW \IF.AIRFR ill 1961. It call he done

AN\I'-\I. St'RSCRIvTIO\

Members are asked to note that tie :Atnnrtl Sttbscriptioo. (:l.
was clue nit 1st October last. Overseas members are requested
to remit if possible by Sterling Draft or AIonev Order Charges
for accotutt ()f licntitter..
Subscriptions should be sent direct to the Treasnrer-

\br.:A. F. L. Ale(;re-or.
c;o Clydesdale Rank Ltd..

151. Ili^,rh Street,
Ri,giu. Aloravsltirc, Scotland.

Rattkcrs' Orders supplied on application.

VOLUME 9-BOUND COPIES

(;()pies for 1)ii ding should he sent to:

S. (:O(;k13('RN & SON LID..
:3.5. S"1' A'1^IO\ liO \1). OSSETT_ V ORKS.

Price :37 '6 (post free!.
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Another £ 1,000,000 Stamp Season
H. R. Harmer 's 11962-63 Annual Resume Published

The many record prices realised during the Season 1962-63 are featured
in the 38th Annual Resume just published by the H. R. Harmer Inter-
national Organisation.

This year 's edition, an attractive 36-page art production features many
of the more important lots sold with 74 illustrations some in colour.
The total realised in London , New York and Sydney again topped
£11,000,ooo. The Harmer Resumes are it most valuable indication of market

trends and how these have affected price levels over the past season.

The London auction total at £441,35') was some £20,ooo higher than the

previous season. 'T'wenty lour catalogues covered the disposal of many excellent
properties including £,;2,546 for a major portion of the "Donald C. Gray"
collections. The `Gray' collections brought in all over £8o,0oo

The `D'Arey Hall' Gold Medal Capes sold for nearly £20,ooo and a further
portion of the `Consul Alfred Weinberger' Classics made over £40,000. Inverted

Centres at over £10,000 and collections from the estates of Col. A. Christie,
Sir Charles Arden-Clarke, Sir Herbert Reed, A. H. Gilbert and others all brought
keen competition. In one sale there were no less than 277 buyers.

The Resume also reports on the sales held in New York and Sydney with
details of forthcoming auctions and much other information of interest to every
serious collector.

The hooklet is priced at a nominal 2s. and may be obtained from H . R. Harmer
Limited , 41, New Bond Street, London , W.r. or ordered from the New York
and Sydney offices.

H. R. HARMER LII\II'I'El)

Not even the Editor can make bricks without straw.

Please support him by sending your news and views on

all branches of B.N.A. Philately and postal history. Don't

leave it to 'the other fellow"-he never was any good

anyway



Paper Varieties
of the Edwards

BY DR. C. W.

HOLLINGSWORTH

Two cents , Per£ 12 x 12 (sheet printings) on paper with Horizontal

mesh

W,Vhilst the 2c. booklet stamp invariably occurs on paper with horizontal mesh.
copies of- the sheet printings have not hitherto been described on this paper. The

fact that booklet stamps were found only on paper with horizontal mesh and

stamps from sheets on paper with vertical mesh was one of- the most reliable

tests frn- the authenticity of booklet panes.

However this is no longer valid, since I have found copies of- the 2c. -perforated

12 on all sides out paper with horizontal mesh. A lot of approx. t 5,000 yielded
41 copies, an incidence of o.27 per cent, anti since the stamps had already- been
sorted for postmarks and varieties, the actual incidence must he very- much less
and must snake this all extremely scarce item.

All copies were on the curly paper with rough surface and coarse mesh and

the dated copies were 10"4-

Five cents

It is Well known that the 5c. value occurs on blue tinted paper with both
horizontal and vertical mesh in approximately- equal proportions. A study- of

dated copies shows that there is it very- definite sequence in the periods of use
of the two types and the issue may- be divided chronologically into two distinct

parts according to the direction of the mesh.

The first part of- the issue from July 1qo,; to late tgo6 or early tgoj is found
exclusively on paper with horizontal mesh. Whilst the retnainder of the issue
occurs exclusively on paper with vertical mesh. Alv earliest dated copy on vertical

mesh is Loth May 1907.

Plates i and 2 were Used only With horizontal mesh and plates 5 and 6 only
With vertical mesh. No plate blocks of plates „ and I. have been seen so it is not
yet possible to state exactly whet-(- the changeover took place. I am certain
however that the change took place during the life of one plate rather than when

a new one was brought into use, since I have copies of it very marked retouch
to the right numeral box which occurs on both horizontal and vertical mesh.
This is the only such case out of over jo constant and separately identifiable
varieties and is in flict the only variety- of any importance to be found on horiz-

ontal mesh paper.

It must be emphaszied that the change in direction of the mesh does not imply
it different paper. but simply that it was used in it diflercnt way i.e. turned through

qo degrees.
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AMENDMENTS TO MEMBERSHIP TO 4th JANUARY 1964

New Members

1:150. KATZ, S., 5715, Davies Avenue, Montreal 29, Quebec, Canada.

1451. ROSENBI.AVII', P. 42, Sheridan Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N.Y., U.S.A. R,BS,PS,PI.

1452. SILVER, R. W., 57, Brancaster Lane. Purley, Surrey C

Reinstate

335. FOSTER, G. E., Box 174, Borden 't'own, N.J., U.S.A.

710. GOODY, Ft., 26, Carrwood Road , Branthall , Cheshire.

Resignations

519. A^Irs. C. B. Ealden 1098. McNeil, C. R.

859. Goodman, K. G. W. 525 Matthews, W.

1362. Kearsley, K. 347. Paine, H. L.

1076. \lcl.cllan, G. 1329. Roe, \Irs. E.

Death

423. Van Sickle, W. P.

Change of Address

527. BA 1'H. J. G., 22, James Avenue, Blackpool, banes.

104. BETTS, F. E. 1\1., 'Lulworth,' Halls Lane, Shinfield, Reading.

1252. DUNCAN, J. J.. Box 32, Markdale, Ont., Canada.

94. I)UNCAN, R. J., Box 32,'\larkdale, Ont., Canada.

842. CAT'CERALI., F. W., 1621, Louise Avenue. Saskatton, Sask., Canada.

714. DOWERS, H. H., Hornets, 9, North Road, Hythe, Kent.

1043. GRIMBLE, R. W., 501, Rockwood Road, Wilmington, Delaware 19802, U.S.A.

8o6. HII,I,SON. 32, Pensford Avenue. Kew Gardens, Surrey.

1107. JACOBSON, C. W. O. Ben, P.O. Box 562, Santa Barbara, Calif., U.S.A.

699. JOHNSTONE, STUART. 6o86, Angus Drive, Vancouver 9, B.C., Canada.

1061. KENYON, S. S., 15205, 74th Avenue, Edmonton, Alta., Canada.

1212. MANNERS, G. S., 3. Briton Hill Road, Sanderstead, Surrey.

925. MfEI.HUISH, AIaj. L. J., 12, Mansion Row, Brampton, Gillingham, Kent.

909. SARA. S. E., Moffatts, Lower Green, Pembury, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

8o8. SMI'hH, J. R., 140, Tulketh Road, Ashton, Preston, Lanes.

1451. ROSENBLATT, P. 471, West End Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10024, U.S.A.

856. WILSDEN, J. F., 1g, W. Royal Forest Blvd., Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A.

Amendments to Year Book listing

Page t. Treasurer's address should read-Clydesdale Bank Ltd., 1)1, High Street, Elgin,
Morayshire.

Page 5. Byth, J. G. add interests DC. P, SP, UO.

Page 11. Delete entry-1264 Cot. J. NI. Johnson, Wharncliffe Lodge, Rustington.

Page 17. Amend 74 Tomlinson F., to Chestfield Road, (not Chesterfield).

Net Change-4 New Total-746



CLASSIFIED ANNOUNCEMENTS
Reserved for members ' small classified

advertisements . Special price 2d. a word for

C.I.S.C.B. members only.

WANTED

Cork c:uacellations on s.9. cover, or O.V.
post cards. John Il:nnaah, 151), :Ashgrove
Road \V'est, :Aherdcen, Scotland.

\V'antcd to pin'chasc. Ooe('ns. lohilees.
\Iaps, Leafs and \unuCrals, on or oil cover
all dated prior to 19(10, with British
Coln)nhia tOwu cancels. Send vuur copies to

^. :1. Pike, Dawn Alinin(; Company, Ford,
1Cushington, t'.S..A.

PIV'I CRV'I S t:I)\V"AI1I) midtipl(•s ,till
wonted b' I)r. C. W. Iloll ingsworlh, IT.
Mellish Boa(. Walsall, Stalls. :AIso town
an(] other cauicels oil 3c. Carmine AIlanl'r:d
-ILLS or eschang('.

liailroa(s, AI1111('I:als, Be(6istered cover.
1)iipley. S(II:u'ed Circles, Stampless. 1(10115
to 1905-Bu v or 'tirade. Siyl'rts, 13o\ 433,
\V'ihninghm, I)claware. tS.:A.

I)on't send Siverts any Registered cmcl,
Ill do as well or hetlcr. Send lino that

other shill and send the Registered to iue.
11. W. I ban ison, Ito' 5780, Pikesvillc. 8.
\I:n, Land. U.S.A.

\\ mrted. I'nrchase or made. Ill cts. small
(,)I IC('l IS, cased copies for s1I (IS' Of shades
.oi(] periods of me. \60 Lyool(I like to
correspond vv ith Other collectors interested
in this stamp. I). A. CI;ellord, 13o\ 249.
Chester, A.5., Canada.

I l;uidslrnck po,stau:o'ks of S \5K., "on
piece, stamps, receipts, etc. Broken-circle
nr Other types. Biiv, sell or esch:mge.-.I. C.
1311th. 221"3, Janacs :Ayl'mle, Blackpool, L:nles.

\V'aated. Contacts for ho'ing and selling
of stamps (British Clllmlo1mcalth rap to
19301 oil approv:al II ith cunnoercial rcfe-
uces. Ii, O. Dv kes, 11815- 76 :Ay ('mle,

I';daunntoti. ' lherla. C:nlrtda.

Still IL lit ([IC for Some ILLILI)' interesting
(111115 in ill (, Small (,)peens 1882-97. p:o'licu-
L1h' earl' ( lilt('(] copies. A lso re(pLirecl for
pinrhase , calk' 13.\. N. milt •rial. Olfcrs to
Iron( E. Woods, 2. Ilen,n:ne 0oad, Ilonor
()ilk Park, I,on(]on, S.P,.24.

Wanted. Pairs or blocks of Newfoundland
5ct. Seal, SG. 26, 338 or 42 or proofs. Good
price paid, hot if yon do not wish to sell,
111:s I see what you have, please? Or.
\\'illan, Oak Ilouse, Shaw, Lancs.

WHO'LL BUY

YOUR STAMPS?
YOU SAY YOU DON'T
KNOW?

WELL FILL IN AN "ADS"
FORM

AND SEE HOW THEY GO!

PERIODICALS

Canada Calling is one of the interesting
features fr('(Inenlly appearing ill the Phil;r
telic Alagazioe. Price 9(1. from yon]' 11(\'S-

01- IOCaI dealer.

FOR SALE

Canada Small (,)ucen Ict., :3ct., shades
and Cork c:uaceIlations: eOInlnon('l' Plaie
Blocks; Mint and rased singles :ill(] blocks'
1936 (m; Be'w91111's for non-specialist. Fred
I:n,'ett, Bos 02, :Adelaide Sheet P.O._

Toronto. Canada.
Canada town dated cauce]S, Victoria to

I';lizabctli. Fine strikes. Your Wants wel-
come. Prank Smith, 96, 111mhercrest 13Ivd.,
'horonto 9, Ontario, Canada.

Canadian, Mint and rased, 1869 to date.
Plate Blocks 1913 on. 1st Dan', Slogan,
Covers, Alan' Canadian varieties. Yom'
Want List welconu'd. W. L. .Anthony, 259,
Kaiser Cres., Oshawa, Ontario, Canada.

Canadian lust day covers next Iiye tsars
of 5 cts. DI'nominalion, only 7s. (id. Plate
blocks per set of fOio, 5 cts. (lenomination,
10s. Other yalucs at low prices. Also in

stock complete Canada, t1.S.:\., Vatican,
(:hang, t'nited \utiolls.-AVoochnan, Pis-
611c, (hieh('c, Canada.
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